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"We Are Here!"
By Arianna Jarvis
Bush is absolutely right. Despite the
amazingly close percentages, he did, in fact,
win the presidency fair and square. The
American people (well, half) did elect him. Now,
for the next four years, we are all going to have
to deal with that. However, that does not mean
we have to sit serenely by and let another Nazi
Germany develop. This is, after all, still the U.S.
of A., and we still believe in certain unalienable
rights (for those just tuning in, those rights
happen to be life, liberty, and the pursuit of
happiness).
There is only one catch; Bush's
administration has already used devices, like
the Patriot Act, to infringe on our rights. Our
freedom to privacy is diminishing, and we citizens are letting it.
U.S. Government: For your safety, could I just
borrow a few of your rights?
U.S. Citizen: Oh. Um, I'm going to get them
back, right?
Government: Well, sure. As soon as I feel
you're no longer in any danger.
Citizen: Okey-dokey.
Hang on a minute; I think I was using
those. True, I don't own any guns, and I've
never been in the awkward position of testifying against myself in court, but I DO use freedom of speech when I criticize Bush, freedom

Existing Problems
of Campus Judicial
By: Walter Adler
The college campus is a microcosm
of a society; for it to function it must have rules
and it must have a means to enforce them. Any
school, following this line, must possess a judicial branch that can uphold order. It must allow
the students facing disciplinary proceedings
the right to be judged by members of their
community. It must have sanctions that serve
to rehabilitate not punish. In addition, there
must be a resource for students unfamiliar with
campus law to seek council. In failing on these
four counts the administration only serves to
set itself up not as a resource, but as an oppo-

of religion by being atheist, and freedom of
press by publishing this article. Now the government is taking away my freedoms? To save me?
How can rights be unalienable and still be "borrowed" for an indefinite amount of time by my
government? Are they unalienable at all?
Well, my theory, in the words of Trey
Parker, is that "freedom isn't free (it costs a buck
'o five)." The way for us to keep our freedom is
by constantly exercising it; then the government
cannot swoop in and whisk away idle rights. All
unattended rights are subject to search. Martin
Continued on Page 12..

nent. What I will seek to demonstrate in this
essay is that not only are these short comings
inexcusable, they can also be easily rectified.
Students at SUNY Purchase do not
have power. This cannot be blamed on the
administration alone for it is a cumulative effect
of ignorance on behalf students and failure to
actively empower on behalf of the school.
Students are uninformed of their rights, they
lack representatives on major decision making
bodies, and nothing is being done to encourage them to participate. By discontinuing the
student handbook and consigning it to the Web
students are truly made unaware of the school
rules, their repercussions, and the available
resources of the campus. A step in the right
direction would be to reprint the handbook and
make sure every incoming Freshman has a

Religion: The Great Divider
By Elizabeth Joans
By now we have all come to accept
that George W. Bush will have his dreams
come true. He will get the dictatorship he has
long awaited. He and his tyrannical party
have finally won control of every aspect of
government. We are very likely to have at
least one, if not more, judge(s) appointed by
Comrade Bush; especially with Supreme
Court Justice Chief Rehnquist battling throat
cancer at the age of 80. The House and the
Senate have a Republican majority. Bushes’
wishes have been fulfilled. I am sure many of
you are wondering why or how this could
have happen? Bush and his supporters
would have a simple answer for you; God.
In a sense they are not lying. It has
been clearly proven that due to moral and
faith based reasons George W. Bush is the
man people trust. The Church refuses to give
up influence in Government. Despite the
apparent “separation of church and state”
that has been in existance in this country for
a long time. This country is dictated by the
church with such authority that many people
here can not distinguish between it and their
own political and social view points.
Unfortunately we had two very
important issues on the plate this election:
Continued on Page 5...
copy. Through this students could become
informed and be armed with the knowledge
they need rather than expect them to go online
and download a copy which everyone knows
they will not do. As I have stated, I do not
believe that the administration seeks adversity;
I believe it is a result of a failure to really understand the mentality of students. Reprinting the
handbook would be the easy part; participation
remains the objective.
As it stands students can receive a
hearing from a body composed of two students
and a faculty member. These students are
approved by campus judicial and the student
government and in the end are inclined
toward the prevailing attitude which is to pun
ish. Rather than have a set of justices that
Continnued on Page 5...
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The opinions expressed in
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A N OT E FROM T HE FOUNDER
BY GLEN PARKER

The Purchase Independent is three years
and 75 issues old. This is a milestone I feared I'd never
see. It's certainly meaningful as its founder, but it's
especially poignant to me that it continues to fulfill its
original mission of offering a consistant view of the
Purchase community.
The Independent is not just an outlet. It is
more importantly an inlet as well: a certain portal
through which we may see ourselves, others, and all
that constitutes this environment we all share.
Ms. O'Leary is right, community means
everyone. Whether or not
they read or contribute to
this weekly rag, everyone
at Purchase shares some
thing that makes us a
community.
And
the
Independent's
implicit
mission has been to capture this thing in its many
varied incarnations on a
weekly basis. Indeed,
some weeks are certainly
better than others. And
that's fine. Be proud that you can tell the difference.
On the whole, however, The Independent
offers something that no other campus publication has
offered in the last three plus years. That something is
an untarnished reflection of what it means to be a
member of the Purchase community. I am convinced
that is why it has survived this long. So while it's important to be objectively informed about what's happening
on campus, The Independent has served Purchase by
simply offering an unrestricted view of Purchase cul-

ture, an interpretation of what sets us apart from so
many others.
As an effort to evolve with the community it
serves, The Independent has frequently given prominent space in the paper to its dissenters and critics. To
not do so would be a lack of faith in the people of
Purchase and a betrayal of what the Independent is
fundamentally striving towards: A community that
achieves a sense of unity in a natural and unavaoidable climate of disparity in interests, talents, and
beliefs.
At its core, The Purchase
Independent is just a
blank canvas that gets
written, grafittied, spit,
scribbled, drooled, and
pounded upon every
week to produce an outcome that is more
Purchase than it is
Independent. Thank you
all for your support in
helping the Independent
grow towards this goal.
Thank you, Bill and Steven, for the invitation
to write in the Independent again. Let the Record rest
(fall asleep?) on its laurels and proclaim a purely newsoriented & objective approach to community press.
Such an outlet for news is entirely valid and even
essential, paticularly in the light of the founders' intentions, but let's not be so quick to think that their mission
diminishes anything that the Independent does. You're
doing a superlative job. You make me proud. Thank
you.

Student Art Public Exhibits
By Jeff Stein

confirmed within a week.
In addition, Chartwells is interested in having
two murals painted. One will be in the tray return area
of the Main Dining Hall, and the other will be at the
Tuscan grill. The artists for both projects will be paid,
and the cost of material will be covered. For these
murals Chartwells has specific ideas and themes that
they require for the work. Anyone interested in these
projects should contact Nick Mennillo at:
Nicholas.Mennillo@purchase.edu.
Finally, Pat Callahan and I met recently to
discuss the possibility of having student art displayed
at the library. There are already mounting brackets in
place on some of the walls, and Pat is very interested
in having student work displayed. There is also room
for some sculptures. If you have paintings or sculptures that you would like to have exhibited please email me at: Jeffrey.Stein@purchase.edu.
While I had hoped to have the murals up by
now, I have discovered that there was a good deal
more work than anticipated. However, the Mural
Committee has made great strides in accomplishing
what it has so far. I want to extend my thanks to everyone who has worked to make public exhibits of student
art possible, especially, Ernie Palmieri, Jon Esser, Bill
Deere, John Delate, Jacqueline Shilkoff, Jeff r e y
Putman, Ron Herron, Bill Salter, Sam Meyerson, Pat
Callahan, Tracy Cancro, Nick Mennillo, Joe Olenik,
and Tom Schwarz. Everyone has contributed in some
way, and this will only be possible because of all of
your efforts. Thank you.

“The Independent offers some thing that no other campus publi cation has offered in the last three
plus years. That something is an
untarnished reflection of what it
means to be a member of the
Purchase community.”
-Glen Parker, Class of 2004

The public student art project is a go. The
project has two main parts: 1) framed paintings in high
trafficked areas, and 2) on-brick murals in residential
areas. Beginning this Friday, November 12th anyone
interested in submitting a proposal for the framed
works can pick up a proposal packet from the PSGA
Office. All proposals are due December 13th. The winners will be chosen by jury comprised of a Visual Arts
student, an Art History Student, two students from the
body at large, a Visual Arts faculty member, a representative from the Neuberger Museum, and an Alum.
Any students wishing to be on the committee should email me at: Jeffrey.Stein@purchase.edu, or call my
extension 3767. The artists will receive a stipend for
his/her work. Only Mandatory Student Activity Fee
paying students are eligible.
The framed mural project is intended to be an
annual exhibit of student work. President Schwarz has
agreed to pay for the construction of permanent
frames, and half the annual cost of the project. I have
asked the PSGA to cover the other half. The construction of the frames is due to begin shortly.
The on-brick murals will follow a similar
process, but the jury will consist of residents from the
area in question, as well as the Resident Coordinator
from that area. Only residents from the area in question can submit a proposal for that area. We are still
fine-tuning the on-brick mural process, but it should be
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Top Ten Controversies

electronic vote numbers in Ohio. Either way, it
was a turning point for the Independent.

By Bill Reese
Here at The Independent, we’re no
strangers to controversy. We think it’s OK to
stir things up every now and then. They say
that there’s no such thing as bad publicity, and
for the most part, it’s true. Each of these stories has made people want to read The
Independent to see what all the hubbub is
about. So without further ado, allow me to
present the top ten most controversial stories,
pieces and events that have occurred in our
illustrious 75 Issue history!
10. Jesus Loves You (Issue 56, February 13,
2004)
We were all set for a Valentines Day
issue last winter when a fire broke out in the
Farside dorm. With an issue nearly completed,
we rushed to get throw some reports together,
but could not gather photos and reports in
time. On the cover in place of the Farside fire
was a photo of Jesus Christ holding candy
hearts. This pissed off some Christys around
campus, who did not appreciate the
Independent using The Lord’s image in vein.
9. The 9/11 Photo (Issue 17, September 12,
2002)
The Independent commemorated
the first anniversary of the World Trade Center
attacks with a cover story on the campus-wide
memorials on 9/11/02. Editor Glen Parker used
the now infamous photo of the firefighters at
Ground Zero, which was taken by Purchase
College alum Thomas Franklin. However, he
does not own the rights to that photo, the
newspaper he shot for in New Jersey does.
The Independent, in one of it’s first true controversies was in some hot water over the unauthorized use of the photo, but we continued
forward unscathed.
8. “So You’ve Decided to Drink” (Issue 34,
February 27, 2003)
Jesse Leher, a 6’4” vegan-straight
edge, liberal-feminist SuperJew, added “AntiAlcohol” to his arsenal in the spring of 2003.
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His article attacked the social acceptance of
liquor, highlighting the cons above the pros.
Like many aspects of Jesse’s personality, it
received backlash, mainly in issue 36 when
Hal Phillips and David Billings responded with
“So You’ve Decided to Think”
7. Jesse Leher’s “Bitch” (Issue 30, January
30, 2003)
Jesse makes his second appearance
in the top ten in what was perhaps our most
controversial cover ever. His article, “Bitch”
appeared alongside pictures of Anna Nicole
Smith and her reality-show dog. Not only was
Jesse’s article racy, but our blatant use of
copyrighted photos almost landed us in trouble
yet again.
6. Steven Tartick’s “Conspiracy” (Issue 54,
December 12, 2003)
Only
Steven
Tartick,
the
Independent’s Co-Chief Editor, could write an
article so insulting to women, that he would get
bloody tampons sent to him. His article “The
Biggest Conspiracy of them All” appeared on
the front cover of Issue 54 in December 2003.
His satire claimed that women’s menstrual
cycles were in fact, a large sweeping conspiracy designed to bring down the race of men.
He has continued to write satires and fake
news for us, including “President Bush
Declares War on Hurricanes”. His relationship
with the drag queens Starr and Jade has also
created hot gossip in the community.
5. Hal Phillips Leaves The Independent
(Following Issue 50, October 31, 2004)
Hal Phillips, The Independent’s
News Editor in the beginning of last semester,
had written many news stories ranging from
the Closure of the VA Building to the Reporting
on the Rape Message controversy (See #1).
However, he wasn’t quite satisfied
with what the Independent was doing and he
believed that Purchase needed another newspaper, one that would tackle hard news. He
broke with us right after our 50th issue to begin
The Purchase Record. Things have never
been the same since.
While only one article actually talked
about this, (Emily Griffiths “Seeing Double” in
Issue 54), it has been one of the most controversial moves in The Independent’s history.
Since then, we have geared ourselves more
towards art. A flyer recently debated our newsworthiness, but that is as questionable as the
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4. Rachel O’Brien and the Abortion Articles
(Issue 59, April 2, 2004)
Although hidden in the back of an
even more controversial issue (See #2),
Rachel O’Brien’s pro-life article “It’s a Baby, It
Shouldn’t be a Choice” began the first of many
rebuttals which drove many to people to roll
their eyes as the issue dragged itself on and
on and on and…
It seemed that every week, somebody would write a pro-choice response to Ms.
O’Brien, and it seemed that the following week
she would come back with more data, ideology and rhetoric. The issue so redundant we
swore to never print another. However, when
we needed to fill space, they were always
there. (And we always needed to fill space)
3. Two Words: Adam Weissman (Issue 67,
September 16, 2004)
Ever since Adam Weissman first
opened his mouth in the Independent, he’s
been ruffling feathers all over campus. His
right wing ideology, delivered with high school
jock sarcasm mixed with cunning Writing
Conservatory wit, caused many people, even
this editor, to write a scathing response to his
article “Ancient Greeks Frown Upon SUNY
Purchase”. His comparison of the GLBTU to a
fraternity angered many people, but also
caused random “frat” themed parties to pop up
on G street in the following weeks.
In spite of all of this, Adam has
become a staff writer for the Independent. He
has written numerous articles since, and continues to find ways to push the buttons of the
liberal campus we call home.
2. The Chartwells Protest: (Issue 59, April 2,
2004)
The independent was at it’s lowest
point in April of this year. We had lost staff,
confidence and credibility. We got lucky on a
misty Wednesday in April when students rallied in support of a Chartwell’s Union and
flooded the lobby of Campus Center North.
Editor Erica DeMott was there to snap pictures
and record events on a tape-recorder. This
was the first big story the Independent had had
in close to a year.
Only problem was that I, Bill Reese,
had to open my big mouth about it. My article,
“The Good Fight?” questioned the validity of
Continued on Page 11...
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The Washington Report
By Joel Ballezza
A Disturbing Mandate
America has spoken; our president
has secured legitimacy and the mandate of the
people. With 51% of the American populate
voting for W, his father’s curse is broken and
junior will remain in the confines of The White
House for another 1500 days. A friend of
mine captured the sentiments of many broken-hearted Democrats with the email message “America has said they support preemptive wars, homophobia, and religious
radicalism.” These words are not only disturbing, but an accurate representation of
our nation’s attitude.
Returning from my unsuccessful
canvassing effort in Florida, I was confronted
with the reality that our nation is not defined
by the grey streets of New York or DC- the
two regions attacked on September 11th and
where the populate voted 57%, 89% respectively for the Democratic Ticket, but rather by
the gated communities of Florida. This is
where religion and moral concerns outweigh
disheartening economic data, wars of aggression, un-American policies, human rights violations, and inept verbal abilities. Plain and simple, this election was won because most
Americans do not believe that two adults of the
same gender should get married and that it is
moral and just to nation-build; spreading NeoDemocracy despite the casualties of tens of

Dendraphilia
By David Jacobi
There’s a fetish for everything. Dendraphilia
is a fetish that involves having intercourse with
a tree. Siderodromophilia is the extremely
Freudian desire to masturbate while looking at
trains moving through tunnels. Then there are
the “Ball Buster” fetishists. These are men who
have a strong urge to allow women with spiked
heels to stomp on their testicles until they pass
out from the pain. Although they seldom
orgasm, they find comfort in getting their

thousands of American soldiers and foreigners.
As my fellow canvassing volunteers
and I packed up our voter registration information, Kerry literature, and suitcases, the stinging tears of my comrades were tempered by
the fact that the difference between success
and failure in this election was a relatively
small, 1.1%. Also uplifting is the fact that old
ignorant men die and lessons can be learned
from the ineffective and sloppily crafted

Presidential and Senatorial campaigns run and
lost by the Democrats across the nation. Carl
Rove is a brilliant tactician that guided a successful political machine. This fight for office
wasn’t concerned with reality- something the
Democrats were slow to respond to, rather it
was a race about image. The singular message that the RNC projected overshadowed

and undercut any attempts by “Mega-Leftist
Liberals” like Kerry to address domestic troubles. Democrats and their allies must learn
from this experience.
My America is currently a mostly disconnected nation with an isolationist perspective and a self-proclaimed “War-President” in
office. While this reality was validated during
elections that secured majorities in the House
and Senate, and snagged the Presidency for
the Republicans, a cloak of darkness has not
fully enveloped any hope for Democrats or
those with progressive mindsets. Gravity motivates us to fly; similarly the next 48 months
should be seen as a time to mobilize. Often the
difference between political success and failure is dictated less by IQ, and more by manpower. Use this period to focus, work hard and
prepare for the future.
Have a voice, vote, protest, write letters, schedule meetings with your elected officials and if you don’t like what you hear, run for
office. Our society is bound to the political
process. Making yourself active in this system
is essential to having your ideals heard.
Maybe if more people committed themselves
to this process, we wouldn’t make any other
eight-year mistakes.
The Washington Report is written by Joel Ballezza, a
New Media Purchase Senior participating in the Internin-DC program offered through SUNY Brockport. This
column addresses political, social and economic issues
from a DC perspective. Have comments or sugges tions? Write me at joel.ballezza@purchase.edu

reproductive organs stomped like Kobe Bryant
at a KKK rally. Well, besides being masochistic perverts, these submissive sodomites are
apparently registered voters. And on Election
Day, they came in droves. To them, getting
your gonads kicked in is only fun for a few
short hours, but re-electing Bush…it’s a fouryear stomp-fest.
Before you all start packing your winter
clothes, learning how to speak French, and
hitchhiking your way to Quebec, try to put
things into perspective. We may have 1,460
more days of an asshole war-monger with
strong ties to the oil industry, Saudi princes
and possibly Satan, but we also live in a country that’s not going to collapse like a Jenga
game at Michael J. Fox’s birthday party every
time the majority thinks the ruling party sucks.
It’s not going to be pleasant…but we’ve been
through worse and survived.
For most of you, this was your first
time voting. You won a valiant struggle against
laziness, and voted in record numbers. I
applaud any man or woman who decided to
pause “Smash Bros. Melee” long enough to
get off the couch and let their voice be heard.
I’ve played the game; it’s addictive. Most of
you feel like we lost to the Republicans, and
that’s the wrong way to think. This year, you
drove a splintered wooden steak through the
heart of a true enemy of freedom…apathy.
That’s something to truly feel liberated from.
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“Problems” from Front Page...
develop bias from hearing cases regularly,
why not replace the two students that serve as
justices with a random jury selection that
would call upon students randomly to serve.
There would still only be two students and a
faculty member, but this would broaden the
base and involve hundreds of students in the
judicial process of the campus. A student could
get called up for the month, receive training in
the process, sanctions, and procedure and be
called up that same month to serve on a hearing board. This would serve the goal of participation and in the opinion of the author would
greatly democratize the whole proceeding.
Students would then truly be tried by a jury of
their peers. If it’s good enough for the Federal
government it should be good enough for
SUNY Purchase.
The decisions of this randomly
selected board should be binding and should
not be over turned by higher authority other
than an appeals board which should be composed of at least one student from this randomly selected call. It is completely unreasonable that students should have to fear a harsher penalty by appealing the decision of their
hearing. Once the appeals board accepts or
denies the appeal
the President should
hold the power to
pardon, but not to
intensify the sanction. By telling students they can get a

harsher penalty it coerces them from their right
to due process dissuading them from fully
implanting their rights.
There is a tendency among those in
power to believe that a harsh punishment is a
deterrent. The standard we are told to trust is
that a rational person with an understanding of
the law makes a conscientious decision when
they break it and must accept the punishment.
It is not my objective to question how valid the
laws of the campus are; instead what needs to
be taken into account is the effectiveness of
the sanction first to deter and second to rehabilitate.
On the issue of deterrence we know
for a fact that strict penalties do not stop socalled deviance. The use of alcohol and marijuana will continue with or without the approval
of school and society. Rules that are in
essence draconian will be broken through an
unspoken consensus that the individual will
most likely get away with the infraction. On a
purely psychological level no person believes
they will be caught and as a result the sanctions themselves serve purely as a peripheral
reminder rather than an active deterrent. This
writer does not expect SUNY Purchase to
change its laws; instead he seeks to show that
tough enforcement
does not by any
means lead to prevention.
Of course we
must accept that
Con’t on Page 12...

“Religion”
from
Front Page...
Gay marriage and
abortion. Both of
which scared away
voters from Kerry.
God forbid someone
tell another person
that they have the right to live their lives the
way they choose to. This is what it boils down
to , ladies and gentlemen. Gay marriage has
no effect on anybody but the men or women
being married and abortion is a woman’s
choice, as it is her body. The church is a suppressor. It was built and has spread due to it’s
teachings that anything outside of Christianity
is bad and evil. Throughout the ages
Christianity has hurt humanity as a whole. For
nothing is more important to it than spreading
its beliefs and furthering its own agenda. It has
silently helped out its child molester priests,
while publicly humiliating gay members who
hold to all christian doctrine but love the same
sex. They are pro-life, but how many people
has the church killed due to their resistance to
conversion?
The United States is no better than
Iran or Saudi Arabia. Bush and his “administration” are no better than the Taliban regime.
America is a fundamentalist country, it is just
fundamentally Christian, instead of Islamic.
This is why Bush can understand the terrorists, he thinks just like them. Using phrases

such as “mandate”,
to explain his clearly
unplanned
and
unneeded preemptive war in Iraq.
Europe went through
the whole “holy war”
stage many hundreds of years ago and I’m sure they can not
believe they are being dictated to by a country
first going through it now. Canada learned
from Europe’s mistakes and avoided it all
together. No wonder France and Germany
refuse to throw their weight behind the U.S..
Spain woke up and changed their government
and has since made steps to move away from
a Catholic Government in order to serve all the
people living with in it’s borders.
The only solution to the problem is to
challenge the system and realize that religion
is a thing of the past. God or a higher power is
fine and probably a true belief system. But religion itself is nothing but a means to divide
people. We will never truly be at peace until we
stop and look at the obvious; love is good no
matter whom it’s between, a woman has the
right to dictate her own life, and that religion
has NO place in government and for the
United States, not to mention the world, to truly
unite religion needs to be little more than a
personal practice and humanities inalienable
right to happiness needs to reign supreme.
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STARR AND
JADE SPEAK
Starr and Jade are The Independent’s resi dent drag-queens, here to give their patent
advice/heels to anyone who needs it/them.
If you have a question you would like to ask
Starr and Jade, just email it to
purchaseindy@gmail.com
Dear Starr and Jade,
I like a crazy-man. He likes a friend of a
friends dog. I mean girl. Who is ugly like
a dog. And stupid. I mean, I am not bit ter. Anyhow, how do I get him in bed with
me? I'm growing weary of the games he
is playing with me. Thank you for any
advice you can give me.
Love,
Red
Dear Red,
Starr and Jade think we have seen you in
and around the campus and we can tell
yo' ass loves you some crazy. Having said
that, to answer your question. Getting a
man in bed has never been a problem for
us, so you may consider becoming an
incredibly sassy loud ass drag queen.
If you aren't sure this will reel your man
in, well than simply go up to him and say
"Look you’re a hot boy and I'm a hot ass
girl, lets get it on." Or if all else fails offer
him money.
Dear Starr and Jade,
Were you surprised at the election? What
do you think the next four years will be
like?
Signed,
Polidickal Chick
Dear Chick,
We were as surprised as Mary Kate's scale
when the numbers were increasing!!
However, this is the time for y'all to unite.
The next four years won't be pretty boys
and girls, especially for a couple of advice
spewing drag queens and their fans, but
we can unite and kick the shit into high
gear. Get loud kids!! Don't take the shit
that holds you down, fight it, be bold and
daring. That inbread piece of shit ain't our
president, so we will be damned if we
taking his shit lying down (and since
when do we NOT take anything lying
down)!! So boys and girls, we beg you,
ban together and fight against anything
that oppreses the world you want to live
in. DAMN! being serious hurts our fabulous lil heads!!!
Dear Starr and Jade,
Where is the best make-out spot on
campus?
~Kissie-Poo

Ctd on Page 7...
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17 October, 2004.
By Danniel Schoonebeek
It has come to my realization that dance
parties have become a defining characteristic
of my generation. There is not a college student among me who does not identify with the
idea of a dance party; whose eyes do not fill
with some sort of glee at the thought of their
peers dancing drunk in a room full of loud
music.
This phenomenon may be due in part to
how accessible a dance party is. Anyone can
really play host to one. You just pack some
kids and tasteless music into a room and let
nature take its course.
Let me tell you, I have been to
dance parties that were incredibly dull.
Music that was more or less soda cans
being opened over a dance beat and
people were very excited about it. I was
being shoved and heckled into dancing.
This was probably because I was
standing still and trying to decide why
only goth kids hang out in the commuter
lounge.
Anyhow, I was being assaulted for
not wanting to dance, and it smelled like
dead lobster everywhere I turned.
I have, however, been to
dance parties that were the epitome of
entertainment. Doses of engaging foreign music were being sprinkled among
the month's more notorious cuts, and there
was not a scent of dead lobster to be accounted for. I danced, and it was notentirely
because I was intoxicated.
Attractive girls danced beside me and unattractive girls danced attractively beside me. I
was among friends and they were experiencing
the true splendor of looking foolish. Perhaps
the popularity of the dance party lies in its
potential to have various meanings to various
people. For single kids, the dance party is a
great place to be drunk and rub against romantically enticing members of the opposite or
same sex. For kids who are involved in relationships, the dance party is an ideal place to
steal beer, dance while drinking it, and listen to
music that is usually only entertaining when its
loud.
I should say, I had unusual fun at the dance
party I attended last night. Nevertheless, I was
not under the influence enough to dance in the
puddles of awful music provided. I just laughed

What?!
By Adam Weissman
If you read last week's backpage
some moron who hates me, who I've probably
never even met made some comments about
my mother which I don't care to repeat.
To whoever said that: You want to
say that to my face and see what happens?
You fucking pussy, you can't even sign your
own name, keeping anonymous like one of
those scarf wearing terrorists.

and talked to complete strangers.
I got into a conversation with a girl who
bore a striking resemblance to a friend from my
hometown. Her name is not actually Jill, but I'm
going to call her such.
She told me I was boring. This was the
first time I had ever been told such a thing. A
girlfriend of mine insinuated a similar claim
some years ago, coincidentally enough when I
refused to dance with her at a concert whose
headlining act was a jam band. But she got in
a plane crash and I loathe jam bands.
Anyhow.
This girl, this Jill character, she was giving
me the kind of wry smirk one receives when
they've lost a game of chess. She seemed

proud that she had just told me I was a bore. I
took her claim into consideration and decided
that she was in the right. I was being boring.
So I asked her how she got that scar on her
neck and proceeded to stare at the locket dangling from her neck. It was a silver heart with a
tiny clasp. It hung dangerously close to her
breasts.
Jill told me that her locket contained a
piece of paper and a match head. I asked her
if she stole that idea from Joey Lawrence's
character on Blossom. We proceeded to have
a remarkably lively chat. Before she left I
asked her if she still thought I was boring. She
said no, but I figured she was lying.
It was at this time I realized the dance party
was spent worse than those damn Sacajawea
coins. I took to walking, phoning my friend
Bagheri as I moved in new directions.
Bagheri told me that she had a concussion.
She told me that a boy named Greg had
shoved her on the ground and that she had hit
I imagine that you were really upset
that Kerry lost the election and wanted to take
out your misguided frustration on someone
that voted for Bush. But where does this frustration come from? And where do you get off
thinking that what you said is something
acceptable to say?
I think I can answer that for you. I
imagine you'd scream something about "Free
Speech," that you can say whatever you want.
Well, I'm not a hypocrite, so, good for you - But
again, what kind of pussy says all sorts of
dumb shit that they can't even stand behind?
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her head on the pavement.
Greg looks like Zach Morris and Bagheri is
a tiny girl who seriously never shuts the hell up.
Now, can we all agree on this being rather
funny?
I asked where Greg was, in hopes that I
might have a word with him or perhaps punch
him in the gulliver. Bagheri moaned and told
me that our friend Dave had already punched
Greg in the face, causing his lip to swell and
bleed. I laughed in a rather hysterical fashion,
because Dave is from Boston and it's funny
when people from Boston do anything remotely violent.
Remember, everyone: Bahston is the city
that threw the tea in the fahkin' hawbuh.
On my way to visit the injured
Bagheri, I spotted Jill doing handstands and smoking a cigarette.
Instead of going to visit my friend, Jill
and I hung out in some room which
was probably not mine, drinking
Budweiser and singing along to
Foghat songs loudly.
She danced. It was a one woman
dance party in some room which was
probably not mine.
Jill was doing middle-eastern
dances to the knell of Foghat.
My Residency Advisor, wearing
black eyeliner and making eyes at
me, decided two AM would be a
splendid time to come have a chat
with one of his boys. Jill fluttered out
of the room, kissing me on the cheek and legging it down the hall. My Residency Advisor
continued to make eyes.
I accosted a boy named Billy and we proceeded to kick in random people's doors.
This is where the story ends.
The idea is that dance parties lead to smal
er dance parties where girls chug beer in
rooms which are probably not yours and
anachronistically dance to Foghat. The idea is
that dance parties have quickly become the
medium through which teenage debauchery
manifests itself. Viva La Techno.
Oh, and the next morning I got into an argument with a boy on absinthe over the pronunciation of the word "macabre." I looked in two
dictionaries and then decided we were both
wrong. Perhaps a better question would be,
"Who does absinthe in the morning?"

If you've got something to say, stand behind it,
or don't say it at all.
As for where your frustration comes
from, is it because you suck at life? Well, why
don't you spare everyone your miserable existence and kill yourself already? I'm sure your
parents would appreciate it. By the way, how
do you think your mother would feel if she
knew you were running around with that mouth
of yours?
As for the non-assholes that voted
for Kerry, I'm sorry he lost. (Not too sorry, but
sorry enough.) Better luck in 2008.
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...”Starr” Continued from Page 5
Dear Kissie-Poo,
Now a question like this normally
gets you answers like some deserted spot with a tree or something,
but not us, we love to do our making out in unlocked dorm rooms
during class time. Believe you me,
when I tell you there is nothing hotter than messing up some annonymous freshman's bed, because
their ass was running late to class,
and the thrill of wondering when
they might return. Now, yes we
have been walked in on a few
times, but 9 times out of 10 times
the sight of a 7' drag queen and his
oh so hot boytoy leaves them
speechless.
Love Always,

Starr and Jade
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Thursday 11/11
10:30 AM
EMIT Meeting
Hum Bldg, Room 1021
4:00 PM
Career Development
Workshop - Job Search
Strategies
Campus Center South 2008
6:00PM-MIDNIGHT
THE SELLAR
Where else can you buy
clothes fo’ mad cheap on
campus. Yo?
The Student Center
8:00 PM
SHAWTHANG
Will rock your fucking nuts
out. PANGEA!
Student center
9:00 PM
ROCK AND ROLL MUSIC
DEN DEACON
OCDJ
DREW SWINBURNE
SNOWBEAST
Whitsons Memorial Hall,
Student center
10;00 PM
O.A.P.I.A.
Purchase’s Organization of
African People in the
Americas meets every week
in CCN.
CCN 0006

Friday, 11/12
6:00 PM
Shabbat Dinner
For the Love of it. Free Food!
RSVP requested.
Clearview Lounge, CCN
6:00PM-MIDNIGHT
THE SELLAR
See Thursday
The Student Center
7:00 PM
LIVE MUSIC!
-JACOB WICK
IMAGINE IF THE SUN...
DESTRUCTO SWARMBOTS
CAN’T
KARL HEINZ
CRANK SURGEON
BLACK
FOREST/BLACK
SEA
Whitsons Memorial Hall,
Student Center

IF, BWANA
HEART 2 HEART
WHITE MICE
ATHLETIC AUTOMATION
USA IS A MONSTER
The Co-Op, Dining Hall

Sunday, 11/14
NOON
Annual Harvest Festival
Families welcome the
change of season at the
Neuberger
Museum's
annual Harvest Festival
with performances by local
children's groups and an art
workshop inspired by the
Museum's permanent col lections and special exhibi tions.
Neuberger Museum of Art
6:00PM-MIDNIGHT
THE SELLAR is open
See Thursday
The Student Center

7:00 PM
ROCK MUSIC
hawnay troof, hott beat, the
vibration
Whitsons Memorial Hall

Meet new people, learn about dif ferent cultures, party globe style!
For more info. call Carlford
Wadley @ 914-420-2449.

t h e C o m mu t e r S t u d e n t s
Association.
Fireside Commuter Lounge,
CCN

Rm. 0007, CCN

Tuesday, 11/16
4:00 PM
Career
Development:
Marketing Your Talents
Find out how to take artistic
abilities out of the classroom
and into the real world.
Concepts of networking,
small business practices, and
presentation skills will be
addressed. Discover how to
create a freelance business.
CCS 2008
7;30 PM
The Anthropology Club
Weekly
meetings
of
P u r c h a s e ’s social scientist
club are every Tuesday.
Social Sciences 1020
8:00 PM
Green Goodness Club
Activities include eating veg etarian & vegan leans, the
building of a greenhouse,
recipies, compost and recy -

WHY IS YOUR CLUB NOT ON
HERE? E-MAIL US YOUR
MEETING TIMES AND WE’LL
INCLUDE YOU IN EVERY ISSUE.
PurchaseIndy@gmail.com

cling.
The Co-Op
7:00-10:00 PM
3:00 PM
*Purchase Independent
The Strategic Planning Meeting
Committee
The staff of the P.I. review
This group will hold its week - content for this week’s issue.
ly meetings on Mondays
All are welcome to our office
Humanities 1021.
hours, which are at this time
7:00 PM
every week.
NYPIRG Student Activism
Media Production Room,
Environmental protection,
CCN 0016
Higher Education, Home-less
9:45
Outreach, Voter Mobilization,
STUDENT CENTER MOVIE
Consumer Advocacy
NIGHT
CCN 0004
Every week, some big movie
8:00 PM
on the big screen
Homeless Outreach
Student Center
A community service project 10:00 PM
brought to you by NYPIRG
Latinos Unidos
CCN 0004
Weekly meeting. Everyone’s
9:00 PM
welcome, stop on by.
See page 14 for More Details W H E N
CCN 007.
(Women’s Health Education
6:00PM-MIDNIGHT
Now!)
THE SELLAR is open
Weekly meeting to discuss
See Thursday
issues pertaining to Women’s
The Student Center
health.
NOON
7:00 PM
Clearview Lounge, CCN
CSA Meeting
HOLY SHIT ROCK MUSIC
9:00 PM
Don’t ju st go righ t back
CAIRO WINGS
International Students Assoc. h o m e , b e c o m e p a r t o f

Monday, 11/15

Saturday 11/13

FALL BALL

Wednesday 11/17

WHORE-O-SCOPES

“Controversies” from Page 3...
the protester’s motives. While my article was
vaguely pro-union, it was delivered in a semiBy Emily Farrell, Robert Stewart-Rogers & Mark Schroeder
sarcastic tone that insulted many protesters.
Needless to say, it spawned the
Leo (July 23- Aug. 22) Sometimes the Oh, the irony.
largest amount of hate mail in the Independent’s
mountain is hidden by the clouds, and
history, a number that topped Weissman proporsometimes your bong his hidden by a Aquarius (Jan. 20- Feb. 18) In our tions. Issue #60 of the Independent was wall to
freshman. (Happy Health and Safety astrological opinion, you’ve got to cut wall with articles accusing me of being, among
other things, a racist, an asshole and a loser.
Week!)
the shit. YOU ARE NOT BATMAN.
Strangely enough, I was promoted to editor only
3 weeks later.

Taurus (April 20- May 20) If you were
a sausage would you eat yourself? We
think you should.

Gemini (May 21- June 20) Remember
kids: When the pin is pulled, Mr. 1. The “Rape” Article: (Issue 47, October 3,
Grenade is NOT our friend.
2003)

Sagittarius (Nov. 22- Dec. 21) T h e
star system that is your sign just got
sucked into a black hole. No more
Wore-O-Scopes for you.

Aries (March 21- April 19) Bad news,
you’re being stalked by Sean Mercutio.
Grab the mace before leaving your
room.

Libra (Aug23- Sept. 22) Not all coincidences are miracles. However, when
you find Tony Danza in your refrigerator, take it as a sign from god.

Pisces (Feb 19- March 20) To compensate for the amount of over tasking
you’re doing, it would be wise to delegate responsibilities. Enslave—err,
adopt a poor Russian or Samoan child.

Capricorn (Jan. 20- Feb. 18) Don’t eat
that sandwich! We heard that on Aqua
Teen. It must be true.
Cancer (June 21- July 22) You’re
going to get that pink pony you’ve
always asked your parents for since
you were a little, bright-eyed kid. Then
it will kill you. And skull fuck you.

M A RT Y MCFLY

Main Squeeze: While Jennifer Jane
Parker (Claudia Wells) is not all that
illin’, he just about puts it to his mom
played by Lea Thompson in her
prime. The boy lives out every man’s
Freudian dream. A m a z i n g .
Means of Tr a n s p o r t a t i o n: Ti m e
Traveling De Lorean, Skateboard,
Hoverboard and Horse.

Scorpio (Oct. 23- Nov. 21) Accept the
fact that some days you’re the ass and
some days you’re the toilet paper.
Virgo (Aug. 23- Sept. 22) Your astrological sign is that of the virgin, and the
stars suggest that you’re going to slay
some this week!

This is the reason we don’t print anonymous submissions. Last fall, an article came to
us from a group identified only as “Concerned
members of Purchase College”. The article
mainly was a call to arms against campus
tragedies such as date rape and sexual abuse.
However, the article made a very bold statement, reporting that five rapes had occurred on
campus in the short academic year, a number
that was not confirmed by any office.
So, with an anonymous, controversial article running on the front page, The Independent
reached newsstands all over campus on the
same day that a guerilla group spread similar
messages written in bright colored chalk all over
campus. The article’s timing was very poor, as
the situation would grow increasingly out of
hand with the arrest and suspension of the chalk
message authors.
This article nearly cost editor Erica DeMott
her job and The Independent its life. The situation was a hot topic for the rest of the semester,
topping our list as the #1 Controversy in
Independent history.

Who is More Awesome:
Ferris Beuller Vs. Marty McFly
By Ronen Ben Codor

There are many unknowns in life: Will I get a job after graduating?
Will I ever find true love? Why does the Tuscan Chicken Sandwich
taste so good but hurts so much? There is so little time to answer
them all. With your help, we will undertake the task of pondering the
most important question of who is more awesome.

Best Bud and What He’ll Do For You:
Doc Brown (Christopher Loyd) who
will send you through fucking time.

Main Squeeze: Sloan Peterson
(Mia Sara). Total babe. She rocks a
bathing suit like no other. And come
on. Total babe.
Means of Tr a n s p o r t a t i o n: 1961
Ferrari 250 GT, Parade Float filled
with scantily clad women playing the
accordion.
Best Bud and What He’ll Do For
You: Cameron Frye (Alan Ruck) who
will get you out of trouble, hook you
up with fine wheels and complement
your massive ego.

The Look: The poof vest, denim jacket and no man can wear tight jeans
like McFly can.

The Look: He just loves those leopard print vests with the signature
shades.

Musical Moment: Gave Chuck Berry
that new sound he was looking for.

Musical Moment: Rocks out most
of the Chicago area with a rendition
of “Twist and Shout.”

Theme Song: “Duuuhn-DuuuhnDaaaaaah,
Da-Da-Duuhn-DuuhnDuhn-Daaaah, Da-Da-Daaaah.”
Notable Quotable:
Doc Brown: If my calculations are correct, when this baby hits eighty-eight
miles per hour... you're gonna see
some serious shit.

FERRIS BEULER

Theme Song: “Ohhhh Yeah”
*Sidenote: While Ferris Bueller did not have access to a Flux
Capacitor this should not be held against him.
I gave you the rundown. Its up to you to decide who is more
awesome. E-mail me your vote at and next week the awesomeness will be revealed.
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Notable Quotable:
Teacher:
Bueller?...Bueller?...Bueller?
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“We are Here” from Front Page...
Luther King, Jr. wrote that keeping the peace in a
society where the rights of its citizens are being
compromised keeps people from their liberty.
Whereas, disrupting the peace to attain justice
for everyone leads peaceful and free society. In
other words, don't be afraid to rock the boat by
exercising privileges given to you by the Bill of
Rights.
People like Michael Moore, Trey
Parker, Matt Stone, Molly Ivans, Al Franken, and
Jon Stewart may say things you disagree with,
but at least they're saying SOMETHING.
One of my favorite cartoons as a child
was Dr. Seuss's "Horton Hears a Who." I'm sure
everyone is familiar with the story. At the climax
of it, the Whos on the dust speck are able to get
through to the snooty kangaroo and her minions
of monkeys by shouting together at the top of
their lungs "We are here!" over and over again,
just in time to avoid being boiled up in a batch of
beezlenet oil. If we want to survive the next four
years, we're going to have to raise OUR voices
as well.
Exit polls this election showed an overwhelming focus on "values," which I translate as
"homophobia." Eleven states have voted to ban
gay marriage. America has yet to learn from past
mistakes and we are once again oppressing a
group of people by denying them their "unalienable" rights. Meanwhile, we also have the war,
health care, the economy, and impending
Armageddon to worry about. It's time to speak
out, louder than ever, on these issues; whether
you're male or female. Whether you come from
an African, Indian, Chinese, Vietnamese,
German, Irish, El Salvadorian, or French background, or whether you are Moslem, Hindu,
Atheist, Christian, agnostic, or Buddhist. Even if
you are Pro-Bush, pro-war on terror, or pro-ban
on gay marriage, don't hide away. Use your
voice, too. You have just as much at stake as the
rest of us. If you want to sit back and let your
rights be taken, if you don't want them badly
enough, then you don't deserve them. Besides,
there are starving children in China and Africa
who would love to have rights as nice as yours.
If you are human, have an affinity for justice, or a
love of freedom, cry out as much as any Dr.
Seuss character. Let our mantra over the next
four years right out, "We are here! We are here!
WE ARE HERE!"

Fetal Babies Commit
Suicide in Protest of
Mr. Bush’s Re-Election
A farce by Sarah Cohn
Two twin fetuses were found dead in
a New York City apartment in the Financial district (near ground zero) on November 8th at
4:39 pm.
The authorities said the twins were
found with their tiny fists clenched in anger of
the American people’s choice for president.
Their next-door neighbor claims that those kids
were genetically liberal-ized and that this was a

“Problems” from Page 5...
when laws are broken there must be a sanction. The problem with campus judicial is that
the punishments it has in place serve only to
isolate the offender and alienate them from
their community. Disciplinary probation prevents students from actively taking part in any
club, organization, or elected position.
Resident suspension bars the student from all
living areas alienating them from campus
social life. These two penalties serve no real
purpose other than to remove the offender
from his or her community, cutting ties
between them and campus life. Rather than
cut students off; the sanctions should involve
restitution where community
involvement
through
mandated
service is possible.
Ejection from housing
is an action which
severely handicaps a
student both academically and socially. If the
objective of the judicial
branch is to help keep
order in the community, involve the offender
through educational
sanction and service
projects. Participation
in student life and
affairs is a not a privilege. Educational sanctions deal with thoughtful evaluation of the problem and require students to be self critical. It goes without saying
that certain grievous offences require permanent separation of the student from the campus, but it is the belief of the author that the
bulk of the hearings heard by campus judicial
can be better dealt with through creativity and
rehabilitation. In this way offenders can learn
that “deviant” behavior will not be tolerated
and can prove themselves valuable to their
community.
The final problem is the lack of a student run resource for accused students to
receive help with their hearing and appeals.
While the doors of the administration are
always open to answer questions it would be
far more ideal to have an intermediary comvery disturbing leftist conspiracy. When a
reporter asked the mother if this was true, she
grimaced and said that she was in the last
trimester during the final days of the election .
“I felt more kicking and punching was
going on in there then ever before.” Said the
mother. “I could literally feel these kids were
upset and also terrified to come into a world
with high tech surveillance and media mind
control and not to mention body control.”
These kids wanted to make a statement to the world. Their death was symbolic of
their future fears. Official Reports from
Washington say Laura and George have
passed an emergency special legislation banning a proper funeral for these teeny- fetal radicals.
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posed of students familiar with the procedure
and law of the campus. This Purchase Law
Collective would be funded by the school and
would serve three basic functions. First: it
would review the charges of the accused and
familiarize them with the hearing process.
Second, it will send support people to the
hearings to help students with the hearing
itself. Third, it would help file appeals. By
establishing a middle man institution students
would have more confidence in their judicial
system knowing that they were being tried and
represented by other students. This Purchase
Law Collective would serve as a resource to
both students and the administration by
streamlining much of the process.
This analysis is
based around conceptions many students
have of campus judicial. This essay is not
meant to demonize the
administration
but
rather to find ways to
achieve a greater level
of student autonomy in
running our aff a i r s .
Often the administration and the student
body are at odds
because of mutual
misunderstanding. By
enabling students to
have greater decision
making powers you instill in them a real sense
that we are a community. The evident problem
is the growing sense of frustration and alienation that students feel in their community. We
must empower our students to feel that they
can shape the community they live in and
manage their own affairs. Every existing problem with campus judicial can be dealt with
through the system as long as the system is
willing to negotiate with the students. We need
to be treated as equal partners. This writer
believes that a gradual test of some of these
ideas is in order. Justice can only come from
participation in power.

Attention all students:
The Purchase Student Government
Association is seeking a WebMaster to update and tweak
Psgov.net. The position is paid by
stipend (amount to be determined).
If you are interested in applying for
this position, please e-mail
PSGA@purchase.edu.
Thank you,
Jeff Stein
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Senator Chuck Schumer and
Assemblyman Adam Bradley
Campaign for the 2004
Election at SUNY Purchase
By Daisha Riley
Monday Nov.1st Senator Chuck
Schumer (D-NY) and Assemblyman A d a m
Bradley (D-NY) visited the SUNY Purchase
campus in an attempt to encourage students to vote. With election day just around
the corner Schumer announced that he was
there in support of Bradley though also
reminding the crowd of around 43 people,
that he, as well as Bradley were on the ballot for the 2004 election.
Schumer who is well known for his support in funding for New York public schools,
reducing school violence, and increasing
student loans and Pell Grants told the crowd
that Bradley being young, enthusiastic
,and an intelligent is just what Wa s h i n g t o n
needs .
" We need change in Washington and
Adam is the kind of person here to do it.",

Conservatory Kids and the Rest

by Anonymously Purple
"We are the Conservatory kids - we prefer
Conversatory Gods! With a capital 'G.' May a
most ignominious death befall those who question our Godlike beauty. Our Godful sex. Taste
it. T aste the Godful sex. We are Gods
amongst you. Stroke it. Stroke the Godful sex
wand. We are the Gods of the earth. We are
superior."
I was standing outside the far west end of
Crossroads one evening when I happened
upon a rare, but hardly fortunate, oppourtunity to hear a young man play his guitar from the second floor - and poorly I
might add. Not unlike this young man, I
too am a musician, but I am, regrettably,
a non-major. It sounded as though the
young man was struggling to play the
"hook" riff from Guns 'N' Roses' "Sweet
Child O Mine." The intonation of his guitar was slightly off and he simply could
not get the rather simple riff to sound
right. He then segued into "Crazy Train",
a song any amateur metal-inflected guitar virtuoso-wannabe-in-training knows
like the back of their, (in all likelihood,)
hairy-palmed hand. At this moment,
which could not have been one iota beyond
befitting, a rather ornately arrogant
Conservatory kid began to embark upon what
would have otherwise been a routine, pretentious stroll to the hub to scathingly scoff and
choff dryly with his erudite, Conservatory compatriots at the foibles of modern layman and his
feeble double major in Politcal Science and
Pedagogy, his MTV and his FUSE, his iPod
and his newfangled "electrical guitar." And, for
the veracity of a statement that will undoubtedly find its way to Bartlett's one fine day, this
bejeweled prick would subsequentley utter, I

said Schumer who also informed the crowd
that Bradley "Believes in equality whether it
be civil rights, women's rights, or GLBT
rights."
After the introduction from Schumer ,
Bradley addressed the crowd.
" We are approaching the most important election, at least I believe, in my lifetime." , said Bradley , "We wanna make
sure that we elect the right people."
Bradley addressed his belief of equality , his belief in pro-choice, sensible gun
laws, and the need to make higher education accessible for everyone.
In regards to the students he attempted to reach, Bradley , addressed the need
to maintain the SUNY system by way of
increasing funding . Bradley also reminded
those in the crowd ,who were students,
though some may believe that the election
may not effect them , " There arefundamental differences with people running in the
election this year and all of them have an
impact on you."
Erica Bushell, (Senior, Women's
Studies ), was one of the students in the
cannot swear - but I can claim...
He gazed, reverantly at the window - the
action within was obscured by angular constraints and a battered screen, but it was obvious to myself and
others where the atonal, arrhythmic music
emanated from. Pretentiously tapping his
wood pipe on its rear and lading malodourous
ashes upon the jagged concrete earth, he
replaced the implement to his pretentious
suede jacket, stroked, pretentiously, his pretentious beard and shouted up, upon the edifice in
his greatest, most pretentious tone: "YOUR
HIGH E IS FLAT." Awkwardly, I feigned amuse-

ment and gave forth a hearty, forced chuckle
which smacked of Non-Majoritis. My gut told
me to commiserate and say something along
the lines of: "Yeah, this is pretty bad," but I was
rendered mute, simply in awe of this man, and
his pretentious mannerisms. And suddenly
(being "Sudden" in the most artistically viable
use of the word) he turned to me and uttered
the aforementioned monolithic "Asshole-of-theYear nominated" statement: "As a classical
cellist, this is excruciating."
Wow. Never...in my life...wow...have I
ever...wow. My balls were, literally, in my
throat. And I know you're going to ask how my
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crowd. "I'm here because I want to hear
both the candidates speak because they are
both pro-choice and that's one of the most
important issues this year for me.", said
Bushell. When asked why pro-choice was
an important issue for her Bushell said
because it was the one "most at risk to be
changed if Bush has another shot at term."
Wrapping up before his departure
Bradley discussed his future plans.
"Right now my future plans is to
get re-elected and spend some time with my
wife and daughter."
balls found their way to my throat, but that's
another story.
"Kneel before me, puny, mortal,
LASlings...lick it...lick this ring...suck and kiss
this ring...this clitoral ring of savory Godful
excellence... Music Conservatory...power."
I am a student of the Liberal Arts and
Sciences program at Purchase college, and
this is my manifesto. Listen up Conservatory
kids: you "are" talented. Yes you are...you're
talented...**rubs belly, giddy, smiles and
shakes head**...aww, aren't you a talented little
doggy...aww...*bow wow wow**...aww, now roll
over...roll over...REX...ROLL THE FUCK
OVER. Listen...some of you kids are
alright, the rest of you need to stop
sucking your own dicks, okay. You can
play other people's music - congratulations, dude - if the Philharmonic doesn't
work out you might be able to get a gig
or two playing "Rent II: Everybody Has
AIDS." You can compose - have fun
scoring shitty horror films. You're a
fucking white guy who thinks he's John
Coltrane. Jazz is dead, sorry, soul
brotha numero uno. You're an producer - good luck competing with the six
guys who get all the work. Oh yeah,
you're better than me - I guess that's all
that matters. *Sniffle* You're better than me,
you just are. Here is my catharsis. My manifesto and my catharsis. You're better. You just
are. YOU'RE BETTER. YOU JUST ARE. I'M
NOT AS GOOD. I'M NOTHING. I'M WORTHLESS. YOU'RE BETTER. YOU'RE BETTER.
YOU'RE A BETTER PERSON. YOUR LIFE IS
WORTH MORE. YOU'RE BETTER. YOU'RE
BETTER.
YOU'RE FUCKING BETTER.
YOU'RE BETTER. GOD BLESS YOU, CONSERVATORY KIDS, GOD, MAY HE FUCK
AND BLESS YOU. Damn, I wish I was in the
conservatory...
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NAME: mattie d
AGE: 21
GENDER: boy
LOOKING FOR: evil dark woman
cupcakes
MAJOR: journalism
INTERESTS: anything spooky,
anime, motorcycles, makeup
BIGGEST TURN-ON:smudged eyeliner
BIGGEST TURN-OFF: filthy stinky
squalor
CRAZIEST PLACE YOU’VE EVER
HOOKED UP: sex in a cemetary, not
my idea, but i have a weak will
AIM: hedonisticvanity

LOOKING FOR: M
MAJOR: Cinema Studies
INTERESTS: The Doors, film, poetry...
BIGGEST TURN-ON: weird sense of
humor, confidence
BIGGEST TURN-OFF: immaturity
FAVORITE FILM: Fear and Loathing
in Las Vegas
AIM: DGlick145
------------NAME:Flashy Trashy
AGE: 18
GENDER: female
LOOKING FOR: boys!
MAJOR: undeclared, but eventually
Creative Writing
INTERESTS: Charles Bukowski,
Robert Crumb, John Waters, Coen
Brothers, Jon Brion, Belle &
Sebastian, Frank O'Hara, The Shins,
Wes Anderson, Scissor Sisters
BIGGEST TURN-ON: Woody Allen
BIGGEST TURN-OFF: MySpace
LEAST FAVORITE FILM: Waking
Life
AIM: Veela7
-------------

Female with similar interests (I
am looking for either something
serious, or just a fling thing...
but preferably something serious)
M A J O R :Dramatic Wr i t i n g
I N T E R E S T S :Drawing, Playing
Bass, Writing, Fun in general
BIGGEST TURN-ON:A p r e t t y
face, great smile and when the
girl takes care of her physical
appearance
BIGGEST TURN-OFF:H i p p i e s
(no offense), and prudes
A I M A D D R E S S : Nimrod4218
-------------

NAME: Ms. Luscious
AGE: 18
GENDER: F
MAJOR: New Media
LOOKING FOR: W h a t e v e r. . .
I N T E R E S T S : Music, cartoons,
and cuddling
B I G G E S T T U R N - O N: Neck kisses and singing :]
B I G G E S T TURN-OFF: C o c k y
people and straight hair
FAV O R I T E FILM: The Rocky
Horror Picture Show
AIM: yer dorky friend
-------------

NAME:Oealba
AGE: 25
GENDER: Female
LOOKING FOR: Female with an
attractive personality. She must have
interests that are similar to my own.
I'm looking for a good and balanced
serious relationship.
MAJOR: Art
INTERESTS: Shounen-ai and
Shoujo-ai anime, programing, 3D,
Photography, Harry Potter, Oz, politics, RPG's, cooking, drawing, being
silly, and playing tickle tackle.
BIGGEST TURNON: An open spirit.
BIGGEST TURNOFF: BO, bitches,
You’re in luck! The Independent is proud to present another and uppity people.
installment of Purchase Personals, your one-stop spot for L E A S T
the campus’ hottest singles. Feel free to contact any of the FAVORITE FILM:
Riddick starring
intersting prospects above, or submit your own personal! To Vin Diesel
be a featured single, simply email the following to
E M A I L :
PurchaseIndy@Gmail.com. Feel free to include a pic! Be
sure to check out a new batch of our finest next week!

NAME: rccola18
AGE: 18
GENDER: M
LOOKING FOR:
Females
MAJOR: Love,
but mostly Design
Technology
INTERESTS:
anime, computers, videogames,
w r i t i n g
poetry\songs, You
Don't Know Jack!,
painting,
girls,
Punk music, Ska
music, oldies, and stuff inbetween
Ska, Punk, Oldies, Pop that isn't boy
bands or dumb rock bands like
Simple Plan. The Postal Service,
Death Cab for Cutie, The Vandals,
LTJ, Voodoo Glow Skulls, The
Aquabats, Skankin' Pickle, Mike
Park, Ben Folds, Beatles, Electric
Light Orchestra. etc.
BIGGEST TURN-ON: A Cute Smile,
Cuddling
BIGGEST TURN-OFF: Smokers,
Drunk Girls(All the time)
AIM: Rcola182
-------------

NAME: KindaKelticKid
A G E : 31(yup, 31)
GENDER: M
LOOKING FOR: S A F, SHF
I N T E R E S T S : Computers,
Languages, Art, Film, Music,
Literature, Travel, Dreams,
Boredom, Excitement
FAVPROTE CONDOM COLOR:
Light-saber glow
WORST “BEST MOVIE” EVER
SEEN: "The Jesus Chainsaw
Massacre" (whoops, I mean "The
Passion Of The Christ")

Are you lonely?
Looking for that special someone?

------------NAME: Raae
AGE: 19
GENDER: F e m a l e
MAJOR: I'm over that line today
LOOKING FOR: Refined style-A silk suit and a crocodile smile
I N T E R E S T S : James Taylor, illogical suppositions, psychic wars, velvet mornings and gentle times
B I G G E S T T U R N - O N:de ja vu
things, a neutron dance with a
neutron fan and lovely constellations
B I G G E S T TURN-OFF: C e r t a i n
stickiness and minus times.
D R E A M D AT E : Rolling down a
bright grassy hill, sleeping all
day in a dream, definitely taking
shoes off at the beach, prancing
in sequins in two-step syncopation, dancing to the headphone
stereo, buying flowers that make
you gasp, kissing kittens, running just for fun, and imagining
ourselves as magic.
AIM: Fondle My Crotch
NAME: S t e p h a n i e
------------AGE 20
GENDER: F
NAME:Marris
LOOKING FOR: Female for
AGE:17
Relationship/ Friends / Dating
GENDER: M
M A J O R : Creative Wr i t i n g / A c t i n g
LOOKING FOR: Anything with a
and Directing
hole.
I N T E R E S T S : Movies, beverages,
and good conversation. A n d
MAJOR: New Media
INTERESTS: Livejournal, Myspace, l a u g h i n g .
BIGGEST
TURN-ON:
Moe.
Confidence. Mystery.
BIGGEST TURN-ON: Using blood BIGGEST
TURN-OFF:
as lubricant.
Carelessness, inconsideration.
BIGGEST TURN-OFF: Smoking.
RANDOM POLITICAL B E L I E F : I
we have the right to choose.
CRAZIEST PLACE YOU’VE EVER think
Random. But is it?
HOOKED UP: A Cabinet in the New AIM: m y h e r o 9 11
Media lab.
------------AIM: marrisrox
------------NAME: Peter G
AGE: 17 (gonna be 18 on the
NAME: Danielle or "D-Money"
16th of Oct.)
AGE: 21
GENDER: M
GENDER: F
L O O K I N G F O R :A t t r a c t i v e

EMAIL: jeffoc_99@yahoo.com
-------------

oealba@yahoo.com
-------------

NAME: allie
AGE: 19
LOOKING FOR: whatevs.
MAJOR: Journalism
INTERESTS: green tea, crafts, and
green leaf canopies
BIGGEST TURN-ON: people who
will accompany me on late night
adventures
BIGGEST TURN-OFF: Republicans
RANDOM MUSING: Do you remember that MTV show Fear? Where they
put a bunch of people in a haunted
prison or something and then gave
them cameras? They had to explore
and always ended freaking out or crying or something... Damn I miss that
show...
AIM ADDRESS: adorkygirl

NAME: Jesse "J livin" Lehrer
AGE: 2 1
GENDER: m a l e
L O O K I N G FOR: w o m e n
MAJOR: women studies
I N T E R E S T S :horror movies, food
BIGGEST TURN-ON:f e m i n i s t s
BIGGEST TURN-OFF:d e p e n dence

------------NAME:Julian
AGE:twenty-one
GENDER: M
LOOKING FOR: indiscriminate sexual affairs w/ swingers
MAJOR: media society + arts
INTERESTS:bar fights, anti-socialist
realism
BIGGEST TURN-ON: runaway rich
kids making their own way
BIGGEST TURN-OFF: tenacious
Brahmans, idle plebeians
RANDOM MUSING: I'd marry for a
French visa
CRAZIEST PLACE YOU’VE
EMAIL: julian.archer@gmail.com
------------EVER HOOKED UP: Central

P u r c h a s e I n d y @ g m a i l . c o m

park in front of like...500 people.
i'm an
exhibitionist. for real.
E M A I L A D D R E S S : j e s s elehrer@yahoo.com
------------NAME: Jason/Patches
AGE: 18
GENDER: 100% man
LOOKING FOR: similarly aged
female companion. I know you’re out
there!
MAJOR: Love, but mostly Design
Technology
INTERESTS: music, theater, rockin
on the guitar, driving my car, and
YOU!
BIGGEST TURN-ON: laughing, modesty, and no scary body peircings
BIGGEST TURN-OFF: straight
edge, no sense of humor
FAVORITE FILM: Airplane!
AIM: Whipsockle
------------NAME: miss cereal
AGE: 17
GENDER: female
LOOKING FOR: male
MAJOR: visual arts
INTERESTS: comicbooks, art,
humor, doing absolutely
nothing.
BIGGEST TURN-ON: pleases and
thank-you’s.
BIGGEST TURN-OFF: dudes that
are too forward
CRAZIEST PLACE YOU’VE EVER
HOOKED UP: at a church back in the
SU
AIM ADDRESS: devohhtion
------------NAME: E u r e e k a
AGE 20
GENDER: F
LOOKING FOR: M
MAJOR: Kellerism
I N T E R E S T S : Gay men, straight
men who come off as gay men,
depressing music, movies, and
television.
BIGGEST TURN ON: Men that
wear make up and big glasses.
BIGGEST TURN OFF: The word,
“dude”.
FAVORITE PICK UP L I N E : T h a t
shirt looks becoming on you, but
if I were on you, I’d be coming
too...
A I M ADDRESS: C a l l M e N e w a n d a
Information to submit:
Name(or pseudonym):
Age:
Gender:
Looking For:
Major:
Interests:
Biggest Turn-on:
Biggest Turn-off:
Answer one of the following:
Favorite Condom
Color
Best Pickup Line
Worst Movie You’ve
Ever Seen
How to Reach You(only one necessary):
AIM Address
EMAIL Address
PHONE Number
E M A I L YOUR PERSONAL
TO
PURCHASEINDY
@GMAIL.COM
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ATTENTION:
The Independent is taking next week
off for a little R&R. The following week
is Thanksgiving break so we will return
with a brand new issue on December
2nd. Feel free to send anything during
our vacation: PurchaseIndy@gmail.com

JOHNNY GIOVANNI IS A SEXY BITCH
Sew-A-Typical
Want to see a crocheted urinal?
Come see
Nathan Vincent's senior show exhibit.
Nov 8th- 13th in Visual Arts Building,
room 1019A.
Radio station logo contest
Design logo & adjoining catch
phrase, slogan.
1st prize $50 - 2nd prize $25
3rd prize - congratulations
deadline is november 23
purchaseradio (at) gmail.com

*= at least
this week
I t's crazy I' m thinking
Just knowi ng that the world i s
round
Here I 'm dancing on the ground
Am I right side up or upside down
I s thi s real or am I dreaming?

The Women’s soccer team is awesome!,
we're #1, thanks for an awesome season
girls! <3 KJPog

aEver wonder what
chicken tastes like?
I ll tell you. BABIES

i m a b l ue - st a t er , b a b y !

Adam: When Bush reinstates the
draft, I hope they pull
from Ohio first.
David: What I don't understand is:
why don't
You encourage the
Republicans just get drafted?
eden of icecream,
Democrats obviously
and you would somdon't want it. It makes sense.
ersault in the sand
People who want draft
with me.
---> get draft.
~
Allison's
21 and 16 year old
F U C K
R O B O T S . . .
brothers,
who she loves more than anything.
“hey, we passed inspection!”
“ I g u e s s t h e y d i d n’ t l o o k i n
youngbizz.com, go check it
t he fr idge.”

out, its the best site ever.

THERE WAS A
FIRE FIGHT...
“if you want to have gay
sex or go to a library,
this is probably your last
chance to do that.
personally? i’ll be
killing two birds with
one stone.”

“h e’s a g uy times a hundred with some down’s
syndrome sprinkled in
there.”
WWW.JESUSOFTHEWEEK.COM
FOR ALL YOUR HEATHEN
NEEDS

I s a y , I w a n t y ou , b u t
y ou don ’ t b el i e v e m e.
Y ou s a y , y ou w an t m e,
b u t I h a v e m y dou b t s .

FRUSTRATED WITH YOUR
PEERS? JOIN FENCHING CLUB,
YOU GET TO STAB PEOPLE!
THURSDAYS, 1:30-3:00PM
IN THE GYM

I’m an auto-manipulator!
I play with myself,
I’m a masturbator!
I stride on past the
corner whore
and walk into the
grocery store!

D e a r

H a l

P o o l e ,
I

d o n ' t

P h i l l i p s ,
a n d

l i k e

s a y i n g
W i t h

R a y
y o u

H i

D a v i d
R o y,

s o

t o

s t o p

m e .

L o v e ,

Yo o K n o H o o

Crystal, you are my Mexican
Princess forever. You jumped over
the border and into my heart.

EMILY FARELL: I AM TOTALLY
JACKING IT OFF.
Step 1: Get kicked off campus.
Step 2: Live in tent behind Outback.
Step 3: Have name that rhymes with
Bevon.

"My Vagina throbs for you."
pirates still
pwn you .

George W. Bush will bring
Jesus back to this great
country.
--battlepope

Yo Smitten Kitten,
Mome and Harry suck!
“Mel Gibson, just be quiet.
Go make The Passion: II.”
“Jesus II: Decomposing.”

THAT’S THE LAST
TIME I VOTE.
a n d t h e n th e b u s h b e g a n to
sm ok e a n d i g o t h i g h o n w h a t
i t sp o k e

.. .F UC K Z O MB IES , T O O!

